
Past Events 

  

• "Education and Accreditation from the RCO – a new approach" - a talk by 

Simon Williams 

 

• Visit to Liverpool with the Beds & Herts Organists’ Association  

 

"Education and Accreditation from the RCO – a new approach" – 

a talk by Simon Williams 

 

Christ Church Cockfosters was the venue on the morning of May 13th for a talk by Simon 

Williams, a former president of EDOA and the RCO's Director for East, South and Southwest 

England, on the RCO Certificate of Accredited Membership (CAM). Simon not only spoke 

about the new scheme but also demonstrated some of the pieces set for the various levels on 

the organ.   

The following article describing the scheme was written by Andrew McCrea, RCO Deputy 

Director & Director of Studies. Ed. 
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Strengthening skills and musicianship 

The RCO introduces the ‘RCO Certificate of Accredited Membership’ (CAM) 

Organists come in many guises, from renowned recitalists to talented teens; from the part-time 

stalwarts of parish worship to cathedral directors of music. It is the mission of the Royal 

College of Organists to support them all, regardless of age, experience or level of attainment.  

Of course the familiar College diplomas of ARCO and FRCO have for many years played a 

distinct role in promoting high standards and expertise, but it would be wrong to conclude from 

this that the College is somehow just a body for a relatively small, qualified or professional 

fraternity. RCO membership is, and always has been, open to all who are interested in, or have 

a connection to, organ and choral music. 

Our approach to learning and accreditation strives to be equally inclusive. We believe that 

many if not all organists can find personal challenge and fulfilment in pursuing appropriate 

accreditation and taking part in educational activities. That organ and choral music should be 

highly regarded and central to cultural and spiritual life is a core RCO belief: it is only through 

the achievements of our members, working in all walks of musical life, that we can truly fulfil 

this goal.    



In recent years the College’s examination and educational programmes have been gradually 

broadening in scope and deepening in commitment in response to the challenges that organists, 

and their employers, now face. The CertRCO (from July 2017 renamed the Colleague diploma) 

was introduced as a helping hand towards ARCO, and now a newly implemented scheme 

means that, for the first time, the RCO will be able to accredit organists at every level, from 

the early stages to the equivalent of postgraduate level.   

The RCO Certificate of Accredited Membership (CAM) is an early-level scheme designed 

to establish and strengthen fundamental skills and musicianship at the organ. CAM offers the 

organist a developmental route from the foundation stage (equivalent to around ABRSM/TCL 

Grade 2) via the intermediate stage (around Grade 4) to the advanced stage (around Grade 6).  

Each stage of the CAM scheme requests the performance of solo pieces and asks the player to 

demonstrate, through supporting notes, knowledge and understanding of the repertoire 

performed. A range of genres and idioms may be explored. Stages 2 and 3 also request the 

performance of an accompaniment. The assessors will be looking for the ability to play 

fluently, co-ordinate manuals and pedals convincingly, select appropriate registrations, and 

manage manual, registration, and dynamic changes during performance.  

Candidates may commence the scheme at any stage and there are no prerequisites at any of the 

three stages. Candidates are free to choose their own repertoire (though repertoire ideas are 

suggested) and their own accompaniment exercise at Stages 2 and 3; advice about a proposed 

programme may be requested in advance. 

Excitingly, there are several options for being assessed in the practical section, including the 

submission of audio-visual material. Both pipe and digital organs may be used for AV 

submissions, and at a venue of the candidate’s choosing (this assessment option is subject to 

discussion). The RCO will also be able to recognise (at Stages 1 and 2) candidates with formal 

evidence of prior training and endorsement (e.g., through a diocesan organists’ training 

scheme).    

CAM is part of the RCO’s growing Personal and Professional Development (PPD) programme. 

It may be viewed as either an end in itself or as a series of stepping stones towards RCO 

diplomas, and entry to the scheme is not dependent on RCO membership – though membership 

will ensure the formal recognition of success and is on offer to CAM applicants who are not 

yet members at a discounted rate for one year. 

 

Many find benchmarking attractive, and the pursuit of accreditation both challenging and 

stimulating. Success in securing an RCO award is perhaps more likely when not done in 

isolation, or outside of a notion of continuing development. The RCO has also been considering 

how to broaden the scope of its educational services so it can encourage, support, and enable 

practitioners during the accreditation process and in their daily musical and pedagogical 

activities. Various types of support suitable for CAM, and RCO diplomas, may now be found 

through the RCO: online learning resources at all levels through our virtual campus iRCO; 

individual tuition through an RCO accredited teacher; our library collections; and the 

programme of classes and courses organised through the RCO’s regional network. 

You can read more about CAM and all RCO accreditation at 

 
www.rco.org.uk/examinations_qualifications.php 

 

 



 

•  Visit to Liverpool with the Beds & Herts Organists’ Association  

 

 

Visit to Liverpool May 28th–31st 

 

 
St John’s, Tuebrook 
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Of the six participants in the B&HOA visit to Liverpool, four were B&HOA members and two 

of us were guests.  During the three and a half days we were there we took in organ recitals at 

both cathedrals, a visit to the Willis factory, and visits to three churches to play their organs; 

these were St Anne's Aigburth with its 3 manual Willis, Port Sunlight URC with its 4 manual 

Willis and St John’s Tuebrook with its  3 manual Hill. B&HOA President David Warner 

maintains excellent relations with a number of Liverpool organists, and we were warmly 

welcomed by Liverpool Organists’ Association President Joe Wakefield who is the organist at 

Aigburth, and Jonathan Bowden who was our host at both the Willis factory and Port Sunlight 

URC. Our hotel was in Mount Pleasant and was well placed not only for the cathedrals but also 

for some excellent restaurants, pubs and bars.   

 

For my part I thought the visit was a great success and I thank David Warner for arranging it 

and inviting EDOA members to take part, and Joe Wakefield for showing us round and 

providing transport in his car.  

 

Rosemary Knight 
 


